Sensorimotor adaptation error signals are derived from realistic predictions of movement outcomes
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Wong AL, Shelhamer M. Sensorimotor adaptation error signals are derived from realistic predictions of movement outcomes. J Neurophysiol 105: 1130–1140, 2011. First published December 1, 2010; doi:10.1152/jn.00394.2010.—Neural systems that control movement maintain accuracy by adaptively altering motor commands in response to errors. It is often assumed that the error signal that drives adaptation is equivalent to the sensory error observed at the conclusion of a movement; for saccades, this is typically the visual (retinal) error. However, we instead propose that the adaptation error signal is derived as the difference between the observed visual error and a realistic prediction of movement outcome. Using a modified saccade-adaptation task in human subjects, we precisely controlled the amount of error experienced at the conclusion of a movement by back-stepping the target so that the saccade is hypometric (positive retinal error), but less hypometric than if the target had not moved (smaller retinal error than expected). This separates prediction error from both visual errors and motor corrections. Despite positive visual errors and forward-directed motor corrections, we found an adaptive decrease in saccade amplitudes, a finding that is well-explained by the employment of a prediction-based error signal. Furthermore, adaptive changes in movement size were linearly correlated to the disparity between the predicted and observed movement outcomes, in agreement with the forward-model hypothesis of motor learning, which states that adaptation error signals incorporate predictions of motor outcomes computed using a copy of the motor command (efference copy).
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EACH DAY WE MAKE THOUSANDS of targeted movements; for example, several times a day we may press a button, look from a traffic light to oncoming cars, and step down from a curb before walking across the street. As we repeat these actions, the body’s several motor systems constantly adjust motor commands to keep movement errors within an acceptable range. Motor systems adapt in response to long-term changes such as muscle atrophy or short-term changes such as fatigue to reduce movement errors. Such continuous adaptation implies that movements should always be nearly on target.

For most movements, adaptation does keep movement errors small; however, a notable exception involves saccadic eye movements. Saccades are rapid eye movements used to foveate objects of interest. Such actions are critical for acquiring detailed visual information about the environment before planning additional movements. Saccadic eye movements must be preprogrammed prior to their onset. Since saccades are so rapid (on the order of 70 ms), vision and proprioception are not available to modify saccadic movements midflight; it takes about the same amount of time to make a saccade as it does for retinal or proprioceptive information to reach cortex. Sensory feedback is only available at the conclusion of a saccade; this delayed feedback provides an observation of movement outcome that can be used for learning.

Despite their important function and the readily available presence of a well-defined visual error signal, saccades (at least in the laboratory) consistently fall short of the visual target (hypometria). It is surprising that the motor system does not adapt to completely minimize the post-saccadic retinal error of the primary saccade, since saccades are crucial for acquiring detailed information about specific portions of the visual scene. Rather than making accurate saccades, however, the motor system instead relies on corrective saccades to bring objects of interest onto the fovea (Bonnetblanc and Baraduc 2007). A typical saccadic gaze shift is composed of two parts: a large primary saccade that brings the eye about 90% of the distance to the target, followed by a small corrective movement (Becker 1989; Deubel et al. 1986; Irving et al. 2006). These corrective movements are not necessary for saccade adaptation to occur; it has previously been demonstrated that simply observing visual errors is enough to cause saccadic adaptation (Noto and Robinson 2001; Wallman and Fuchs 1998). Nevertheless, saccades remain hypometric, and the motor system may purposely maintain this situation. Henson (1978) demonstrated, using a device that tended to remove subjects’ hypometria, that subjects decreased their saccade gain to restore their hypometria. In light of this observation, and noting that saccades are unlikely to be less optimally controlled than other goal-directed movements, this hypometria may be interpreted as intentional.

Several explanations have been proposed as to why primary saccades fall short and are generally related to the observation that saccade end points are variable. One possibility involves the fact that vision is suppressed during a saccade and that smaller saccades take less time to complete. Given that any single saccade is likely to be inaccurate due to variability, deliberately undershooting and then making a small forward correction minimizes the amount of time the eyes are in motion (relative to overshooting, which involves a saccade of longer duration). This maximizes the amount of time that stable vision is available to the brain (Harris 1995). Alternatively, purposely falling short prevents the eyes from overshooting the target, which has the advantage of keeping the target in the same visual hemifield and reducing the amount of cortical processing required (Robinson 1973). In agreement with the latter hypothesis, it has been demonstrated that corrective saccades made in the direction opposite that of the primary saccade tend to have...
longer latencies, suggestive of a heavier cortical load (Cohen and Ross 1978). On the contrary, it has been proposed that hypometria is simply the result of gain-decrease adaptation being more robust than gain-increase adaptation such that errors arising from a random distribution of saccade end-point scatter will tend to produce adaptation in favor of a decrease in gain (Robinson et al. 2003). However, this seems unlikely since making every saccade land exactly on target tends to produce a gain change (typically a gain decrease) even though retinal errors are eliminated (Henson 1978; Havermann and Lappe 2010). Thus, although the exact reason for saccade hypometria remains unknown, it is clear that the motor system intentionally produces saccades that fall short of the visual target.

Aside from this deliberate hypometria, previous work has suggested that adaptation does not simply work to reduce the postsaccadic retinal error between the target and fovea. Corrective saccades are suppressed when saccades land within the boundary of large target objects, suggesting that there may be only a poorly defined retinal error to drive a motor correction in this situation; however, adaptation may still be induced by stepping these large targets intrasaccadically (Bahcall and Kowler 2000). On the other hand, if the target is blanked during the saccade such that no postsaccadic visual error signal is available, primary saccades increase to become less hypometric, perhaps as a result of not being able to rely on a corrective saccade to ensure movement accuracy (Bonnetblanc and Baraduc 2007; but see Havermann and Lappe 2010 where the opposite tendency was found, perhaps due to fatigue). Furthermore, when subjects are asked to make saccades only partway to a target, saccade gain may be adapted by stepping the target as usual, even though the goal is no longer to reach the target (and reduce retinal error; Bahcall and Kowler 2000). During the no-step condition in their study, saccades did not adapt to become more accurate when subjects purposely made saccades that fell short of the visual target. Thus the saccade target does not have to be a visual one but can even be a goal to maintain some retinal error between the saccade end point and the target. In short, the evidence collectively suggests that the error signal that drives adaptation is not equivalent to postsaccadic retinal error.

We instead hypothesize that the adaptation error signal is derived from a difference between the observed outcome at the conclusion of the movement and a prediction of that outcome. The motor system has available to it not only the retinal error but also a fairly accurate copy of the saccade command in the form of an efference copy. This may be used to generate an estimate of the intended movement outcome (Collins et al. 2009; Mehta and Schaal 2002; Miall and Wolpert 1996; Tseng et al. 2007). Deliberate saccade hypometria suggests that the predicted end point may not be equivalent to the target position, but instead may be some location that lies closer to the actual saccade end point than to the visual target (see also Henson 1978). The difference between this predicted outcome and the observed outcome may then yield the adaptation error signal. Since it is possible that the predicted outcome may also become modified during adaptation, it is only appropriate to take saccade hypometria as an estimate of the expected movement outcome prior to adaptation. However, assuming that any potential changes to this predicted outcome are small, predation saccade hypometria may be used as a surrogate measure of the predicted outcome across the session. In this study, we have taken advantage of this inherent hypometria to dissociate visual (retinal) error (the retinal distance from the eye to the target) from prediction error (the difference between the visual error and the expected hypometria). Such an approach allows us to examine the nature of the error signal that drives adaptation.

We have accomplished this using a modified version of the double-step adaptation paradigm to alter the amplitudes of primary saccades. In the typical saccade adaptation paradigm (McLaughlin 1967), a primary target is presented some distance from the eye, evoking a saccade to foveate the target. While the eye is moving, the target is shifted to a secondary position such that when the eye stops moving, the observed error is unexpected. The target shift leads to an adaptation of saccade gain such that after many repeated trials, the primary target evokes a saccade directed toward the secondary target. Typically, the size of the experimenter-induced target steps (that is, the locations of the primary and secondary saccade targets) are fixed so that over time, the magnitude of the visual error decreases as the primary-saccade amplitude changes. Eventually, learning reaches an asymptote and the gain stops changing, typically at a value that is less than that of the requested gain change. Even if the double-step size is not consistent on every trial, the saccade gain will still adapt in response to the most recently observed error (Srimal et al. 2008). Asymptotic learning can also take place if the secondary saccade target is placed relative to the eye at the end of each saccade such that the size of the horizontal postsaccadic error remains fixed: a constant-error trial (Robinson et al. 2003; Havermann and Lappe 2010). In other words, regardless of the size of the saccade generated in response to the primary target, the postsaccadic visual error is forced to a value that is selected prior to the experiment.

Assuming subjects are 10% hypometric, the size of this fixed postsaccadic error is chosen such that the secondary target appears closer to the eye than expected while keeping the eye hypometric. This does not mean the target always steps backward after every saccade; if a saccade happens to be very accurate or even hypermetric (land beyond the primary target), the target would step forward on that trial to make it appear that the saccade still fell short of the target by the preselected amount. Note, however, that the prediction error is not necessarily equivalent to the target movement. In making no assumptions about the source of variability (that is, whether or not the predicted movement outcome incorporates an estimate of movement noise), we treat the target behavior and the prediction error as independent parameters for analysis.

Using this technique of controlling the postsaccadic retinal error, we can make visual and prediction errors lie in opposite directions (Fig. 1) and provide conflicting error information for adaptation. When the motor system encounters a constant-error trial, it experiences an observed visual error (retinal distance from the eye to the target) that is much smaller than the predicted error the motor system would expect to see as a result of being hypometric (Fig. 1A). According to the prediction-based error-signal hypothesis, the motor system will determine that it is producing motor commands that cause saccades to be larger than expected. If the motor system adapts in the direction that moves the size of the postsaccadic visual error toward that of the predicted error, the resulting change in motor
Subject A was not naive to the purposes of this experiment and the specifics of the target manipulations; subject L was aware of the general goals of the study but was not informed of the specific target manipulations experienced in each session. Subjects A and H also participated in a control experiment to assess the effects of fatigue.

Eye movements were recorded using a scleral search coil in a magnetic field (Skalar Medical, Delft, The Netherlands; Chronos Vision, Berlin, Germany) to record horizontal and vertical eye movements from either the right or left eye (Robinson 1963). Data were acquired at 1,000 Hz on a personal computer running real-time experiment control software developed in-house. Subjects sat in a dark room in a stationary chair, and a bite bar was used to minimize head movements. Targets were presented using a mirror-controlled laser dot 2 mm in diameter that was rear-projected onto a screen 1 m in front of the subject.

Experimental Paradigm

As illustrated in Fig. 1, saccade adaptation was elicited using a modification of the conventional double-step adaptation paradigm in which the onset of a saccade causes the primary target (T1) to jump to a new location (T2). As a result of this displacement, an unexpected error is observed at the end of the primary saccade. Repetition of this process causes a change in saccade gain (Deubel et al. 1986; McLaughlin 1967).

Saccade gain before and after adaptation was assessed with a block of open-loop trials (Fig. 1C). At the start of each open-loop trial, the target jumped 20° away from the current point of fixation, alternating rightward and leftward target jumps on each trial. The onset of the subsequent saccade triggered the disappearance of the target so that the eye landed in darkness; 500 ms later, the next fixation target appeared at the current eye position to start the next trial. The delay of 500 ms was chosen because it provides enough separation between trials to minimize additional changes in saccade gain (Fujita et al. 2002). Open-loop trials provide an estimate of the initial motor command for the primary saccade; saccades are generally not modifiable midflight, nor is there a visual target present during or after the saccade to do so. Furthermore, subjects are not likely to adapt between subsequent open-loop trials because there is no post-saccadic error signal available to drive learning. Thus these trials estimate the saccade gain state while minimizing the decay of adaptation (Ethier et al. 2008b). Open-loop trials can be used to assess each subject’s inherent hypometria. By using data from the preadaptation block before any changes of saccade gain have occurred, inherent hypometria is computed as the difference between the requested saccade size (20°) and the measured mean saccade amplitude.

A feature of these open-loop trials is that new fixation targets are placed relative to the position of the eye following a delay after the previous trial such that no saccade is necessary to begin the next trial. This means that fixation targets can appear anywhere along the horizontal axis; over time, a drift from center could develop. For example, amplitude asymmetries between rightward and leftward saccades could cause such a drift. To prevent saccades from drifting too far in either direction, a “reset” trial was presented to bring the eye back toward center if saccades went beyond ±20° in the horizontal direction. The vertical target location was fixed at 0° on all trials.

Adaptation proceeded in 6 blocks of 50 constant-error trials. Blocks were separated by a rest period of ~30 s in which subjects remained in the dark with their eyes closed. Trials began when the primary saccade target, T1, moved 20° away from the current fixation target after some random fixation time (mean: 1,500 ms), alternating between rightward and leftward target jumps on each trial. This random fixation time was designed to reduce the tendency for subjects to make anticipatory saccades. The onset of the subsequent saccade, detected as the time when the eye exited a 3° window centered on the fixation target, triggered the T1 target to disappear. The target reappeared only after the conclusion of the saccade in a secondary location, T2. These
constant-error trials, involving very small postsaccadic visual errors (<10% of the requested primary saccade size), are applied to induce adaptation (Fig. 1D). Both rightward and leftward saccades were adapted; data from saccades made in both directions were combined for analysis.

As with open-loop trials, slow drifts away from the center were possible due to directional asymmetries; thus reset trials were also employed during adaptation blocks as needed. However, reset trials that occurred during adaptation blocks included a target double-step such that the postsaccadic visual error remained consistent with all other constant-error adaptation trials; this prevented deadaptation on reset trials. There were typically no more than two reset trials per block. Adaptation targets could appear anywhere within a constrained horizontal range; however, since targets in open-loop trials could also fall anywhere in this same region of visual space, it was unlikely that open-loop gain measurements were conducted in a different region of space than the one in which adaptation occurred.

For the 11 subjects in the main experiment, the secondary target, T2, was placed 0.7° farther eccentric than the end point of the primary saccade. The initial pilot study performed with subject L consisted of three separate adaptation sessions where the target was placed for the entire session at a distance of 0.5°, 1.0°, or 2.0° from the end point of the primary saccade. Since subjects tended to be hypometric (see RESULTS; average inherent hypometria was 1.63°), this target placement resulted on majority of trials with a backward target jump toward the fovea but a forward corrective saccade (Table 1). Subjects were given no explicit instructions describing the nature of the task.

During the control task, subjects were presented with targets that behaved exactly as they did in the adaptation session except that the T2 target appeared at the conclusion of the saccade in the same location as the T1 target (that is, the target was not shifted). This task was designed to examine whether subjects experienced changes in saccade gain that could be attributed to fatigue as a result of performing a large number of saccades that ended in darkness before the stimulus reappeared.

We calculated the position of the eye precisely at all times using a piecewise linear calibration tailored to each subject, based on eye position while fixating 25 points over a range of ±20° horizontally and ±15° vertically. This, along with the spatially precise eye-position measurement acquired with a scleral coil, enabled us to place targets accurately with respect to the eye in real time (accuracy determined offline by using recomputed target positions to measure the ability to place targets 0.7° away from the post-saccadic eye position: median error of 0.02° with quartiles of −0.02° and 0.11°). The final eye position was calculated as the point after the eye remained within a 0.4° window for 45 ms at the conclusion of the primary saccade, approximately equivalent to a velocity threshold of 9°/s. The small 45-ms delay necessary to assess the final eye position and place the target relative to the eye is unlikely to affect the extent of adaptation, producing results comparable with traditional double-step adaptation paradigms in which T2 is present before the eye stops moving (Fujita et al. 2002; Shafer et al. 2000).

Data Analysis

Eye-tracking data were analyzed offline with an interactive computer program written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) that selected primary-saccade and corrective-saccade start and end points using a velocity threshold (>30°/s). Saccade metrics including amplitude and latency were measured. When subjects blinked during a saccade, the resulting saccade was discarded from further analysis. Corrective saccades that were executed before or immediately after (within 80 ms) the presentation of T2 were excluded from analysis, because they reflect corrective saccades programmed before error information at the conclusion of the primary saccade became available. For the presented error sizes, the corrective saccade latency is typically ~250 ms (Becker 1989). Thus corrective saccades made much earlier than this are likely to be saccades that were planned in parallel with the primary saccade and do not represent a correction to the jumped target (T2). Instead, these preplanned corrective movements are directed toward the original target (T1), often resulting in an additional corrective saccade to bring the eye back to T2. Since this only occurred on a few trials, and the net effect of these two corrective saccades is unclear, these pairs of corrective saccades were excluded from the set of corrective saccades whose metrics were analyzed. Offline, target positions were recomputed using the recorded output of the commands sent to the mirror-galvanometers responsible for adjusting the position of the laser dot on the screen.

Inherent hypometria for each subject was measured as the average visual error observed at the conclusion of the primary saccade across the pre-adaptation block of open-loop trials. Error was calculated as primary target position minus saccade end point; thus hypometric errors are positive. Gain for each trial was measured as the size of the primary saccade divided by the size of the initial target step. The change in saccade gain due to adaptation was calculated as

Table 1. Size and frequency of corrective saccades made for each subject in comparison to the size of the presented visual error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Clamp Size, Degrees</th>
<th>Inherent Hypometria, Degrees</th>
<th>Gain Change, %</th>
<th>Corrective Saccades</th>
<th>Amplitude</th>
<th>Frequency, %</th>
<th>Latency, ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>−4.13</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.19</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>340.65 ± 64.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>−6.51</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.13</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>260.29 ± 57.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>−5.11</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.21</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>288.90 ± 95.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>−11.90</td>
<td>0.39 ± 1.34</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>249.41 ± 63.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>−6.25</td>
<td>0.59 ± 0.73</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>279.96 ± 99.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>−12.55</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.14</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>366.25 ± 72.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>−7.53</td>
<td>0.59 ± 0.16</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>328.37 ± 82.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>−0.27</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.14</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>273.38 ± 72.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.18</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>340.01 ± 71.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>−11.68</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.17</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>288.65 ± 79.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>−0.53</td>
<td>−10.07</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.45</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>343.75 ± 80.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>−6.14</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.45</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>252.61 ± 57.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>−0.50</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.13</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>259.01 ± 56.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>1.43 ± 0.21</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>191.35 ± 28.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corrective saccade amplitude values are medians ± semi-interquartile deviations (SID) across the 6 adaptation blocks; latency values are means ± SD. Measured latencies are reasonable given the corresponding corrective saccade amplitudes (Becker 1989). As discussed in text, subject K had both hypometric and hypermetric saccades. When all hypermetric saccades were removed, the inherent hypometria was calculated to be 1.06° and the gain change to be −5.72°.
ADAPTATION ERROR SIGNALS INVOLVE FORWARD-MODEL PREDICTIONS

Fig. 2. Saccade gain changes in response to small target perturbations that place predicted and visual errors in opposition. The target is stepped relative to the saccade end point, maintaining the directional hypometria of the primary saccade but reducing its magnitude from what would be expected given the size of the primary saccade. For a typical hypometric saccade, this means that the target will step backward toward the saccade end point by a small amount. Shown is the group average of the time course of adaptation for subjects presented with a 0.7° constant error. To assess the average gain change across all subjects, we normalized saccade amplitudes for each subject to their mean preadaptation saccade amplitude (mean pre amp) such that every subject had an average saccade end point, maintaining the directional hypometria of the primary saccade but reducing its magnitude from what would be expected given the size of the primary saccade. For a typical hypometric saccade, this means that the target will step backward toward the saccade end point by a small amount. Shown is the group average of the time course of adaptation for subjects presented with a 0.7° constant error. To assess the average gain change across all subjects, we normalized saccade amplitudes for each subject to their mean preadaptation saccade amplitude (mean pre amp) such that every subject had an average...

% gain change
\[
= \frac{\text{mean postAdaptation gain} - \text{mean preAdaptation gain}}{\text{mean preAdaptation gain}} \times 100
\]

where the gains were computed using saccades made during the preadaptation and postadaptation blocks of open-loop trials.

RESULTS

Constant-Error Adaptation: Main Findings

Subjects made reactive saccades (latency: 247.0 ± 71.0 ms) throughout the constant-error adaptation paradigm. Before adaptation, subjects had an average inherent hypometria of 1.63 ± 1.33° for a 20° saccade. This means subjects were on average hypometric by about 8.2%, very close to the expected 10%. This average, however, is skewed by subject K, whose open-loop saccades tended to be hypermetric (postsaccadic error: −0.53°); all other subjects made saccades that consistently fell short of the requested 20° target step with an average inherent hypometria ranging from 0.66° to 4.82°.

Subjects were repeatedly presented with positive visual errors at the conclusion of their saccades. This was verified in an offline analysis by measuring the postsaccadic errors presented to subjects during adaptation trials. For the 11 subjects in the main experiment, the target was placed a median distance of 0.72° (quartiles of 0.68° and 0.81°) away from the eye position at the conclusion of the primary saccade.

During constant-error adaptation, subjects tended to decrease their saccade gain despite positive visual errors at the conclusion of their primary saccades. Figure 2 shows the mean time course of adaptation across the 11 subjects in the main experiment. For each subject, saccade amplitudes were normalized by the mean saccade amplitude in the preadaptation block of open-loop trials such that all subjects had a normalized preadaptation saccade gain of 1.00. Although no subject actually displayed a saccade gain of 1.00 before adaptation, normalization enabled us to compare changes in gain across subjects. On average, subjects who experienced a 0.7° visual error exhibited a 6% decrease in saccade gain. This learning appears asymptotic, since saccade gains tended to decrease the most in the first block and largely stopped changing by the last adaptation block. The apparent increase in variability across the paradigm (Fig. 2) is caused by the fact that not all subjects adapted to the same extent or at the same rate; thus, as adaptation proceeds, across-subject averages become more variable. Furthermore, fatigue may produce some increased variability in the later portion of the paradigm. There also appears to be a drift in the postadaptation block back toward the baseline saccade gain; this may result from some deadaptation taking place during open-loop trials. It may alternatively represent the tendency for saccade amplitudes to increase when the saccade target is removed midflight and corrective saccades cannot be appropriately planned (Bonnetblanc and Baraduc 2007).

To verify that the observed changes in saccade gain were not due entirely to fatigue, we conducted a control experiment. During this experiment, the target reappeared in the same location as before the saccade; the postsaccadic retinal error was not manipulated by the experimenter. In this condition, subjects did not experience any significant change in saccade gain (Fig. 3; t-test, \( P = 0.20 \)).

In the pilot study, subject L underwent three adaptation sessions, with a different visual error size presented in each session. This allowed an examination of the effect of positive visual error size on adaptation within the same person, to verify that both gain-increase and gain-decrease adaptation could be induced with the same paradigm depending on the magnitude of the visual error. Figure 4 shows the extent of adaptation (change in gain) achieved for each of the different error sizes. Subject L’s data demonstrate that an error of fixed size following a very brief (45 ms) delay causes saccade gain to change in relation to the size of the error. Importantly, in all three sessions, the visual error was in the forward direction (the eye remained hypometric), but the saccade gain decreased in response to small errors and increased in response to large errors. There appears to be a null point in which errors of some small, positive size may actually cause no change in saccade gain. These pilot data show that the direction of adaptation is not
affected by either the brief time after the eye lands when there is no target present or the fact that the error size remains constant relative to the saccade end point throughout the course of the adaptation session.

**Exploration of the Potential Sources Driving Adaptation**

There are several potential explanations why saccade gain tends to decrease in response to a fixed, positively directed visual error. In this study, we explored these possibilities in an attempt to understand the nature of the error signal that drives adaptation. We began with an examination of individual subject data according to the hypothesis that the error signal is composed of the difference between the observed and predicted outcomes of the movement. In other words, the adaptation error signal can be approximated as a difference between the postsaccadic error presented to the subject, in this case a 0.7° retinal error, and the subject’s inherent hypometria, which is the expected movement outcome if the target had not been displaced during the saccade. Since the measured hypometria for each subject varied, we expected individual subjects to adapt their saccade gain to different extents in response to a constant error. For example, if a subject made very accurate saccades, a constant-error size of 0.7° for a 20° saccade might not produce a visual error size that is smaller than expected, which would affect the size and direction of the prediction error experienced on each trial (Fig. 1B).

We examined this relationship by plotting, for all subjects, the extent of adaptation that occurred versus the difference between inherent hypometria and the presented error size. Figure 5 shows the three sessions from the pilot experiment (open circles) as well as the 11 subjects from the main experiment. For eight subjects who showed a decrease in saccade gain, the difference of their inherent hypometria to the presented error is greater than zero. This means that the target appeared closer to the saccade end point than expected, which leads to a decrease in saccade gain. For two subjects (B and I), saccade gain increased at the conclusion of the constant-error adaptation task. These subjects exhibited a difference between inherent hypometria and the presented error that is close to or less than zero, meaning the target may have appeared farther from the saccade end point than expected; saccade gain in this case increases.

Although the observed data are statistically correlated ($r^2 = 0.33$, $P = 0.03$), one subject’s data appear to be outliers.
Subject K made very inconsistent saccades, some hypermetric and some hypometric. In fact, this subject was the only one to make hypermetric saccades, which occurred during the preadaptation block as well as during the calibration when targets were continuously illuminated and no intrasaccadic movement or target blanking occurred. When all hypermetric saccades in the preadaptation block were excluded and the data for this subject were reanalyzed, the relationship between the extent of adaptation and the difference between the inherent hypometria and presented error agreed with that of the other subjects (Fig. 5, open diamond; regression fit with this modified data point: $r^2 = 0.57, P = 0.002$). Because of the inconsistency in saccade end points, it is unclear whether subject K expected to be hypermetric or hypometric, or even whether these predictions were consistent from trial to trial. Therefore, subject K’s data were excluded from regression fits but were retained for further analysis.

Fitting a regression line to the data from the remaining 11 subjects (including the data from the pilot study), we found the adaptive change in saccade gain correlates well with the difference between subjects’ inherent hypometria and the presented error size ($r^2 = 0.60, P = 0.002$; regression fit without pilot data: $r^2 = 0.60, P = 0.008$). This regression analysis informs us that when the inherent-hypometria to error-size difference (abscissa value) is zero, the expected extent of adaptation is $-0.06\%$, which is not significantly different from zero ($P = 0.97$; if the pilot data is excluded, the intercept remains not statistically different from zero, $P = 0.44$). Such a finding suggests that if we could present a target error at exactly the size that subjects expect to fall short, there would be no change in saccade gain.

Although these data agree with our hypothesis, it is possible that subjects may have simply adapted in response to the direction of the target step. This is not equivalent to our hypothesis, because we do not assume that the predicted movement outcome necessarily includes an estimate of movement variability. Consider, for example, the case where on a given trial a subject expects to be hypometric to T1 when, in fact, variability results in hypermetria; in this situation, the target motion will be the sum of the overshoot plus the presented error, but the predicted error will be the difference between the expected hypometria and the presented error. Such situations suggest that we should consider the target behavior to be an independent parameter that may not necessarily be equivalent to an error signal derived from the difference between observed and predicted movement outcomes. Thus we show in Fig. 6A the extent of adaptation against the percentage of trials in which the target double step is directed in the backward direction (toward the previous fixation point). On average, for subjects who experienced a 0.7° error, the target stepped backward about 82% of the time. As before, when subject K is excluded from this regression analysis, a significant correlation ($r^2 = 0.53, P = 0.02$) is observed. However, unlike with the prediction-error hypothesis, neither including subject K’s data ($r^2 = 0.18, P = 0.19$) nor using the analysis above where all hypermetric saccades are excluded ($r^2 = 0.32, P = 0.07$) provides a significant correlation that can account for this outlier. Thus, although the prediction-error hypothesis can explain the apparent outlier in the data (subject K), the proposal that adaptation occurs in response to the target behavior is unable to do so.

If we examine individual subjects, we see some important exceptions to the alternative hypothesis that the direction of the target double step determines the extent of adaptation. Subject H, who experienced forward target jumps on $>50\%$ of adaptation trials, exhibited a small decrease in saccade gain. Furthermore, the two subjects who showed increases in saccade gain both experienced forward-directed target steps on $<50\%$ of all trials (average: 32%). Since gain-increase adaptation is slower than gain-decrease adaptation, it is unlikely that these data could be explained if target motion was driving adaptation; according to the regression in Fig. 6A, a majority (61%) of backward target steps must be observed before gain decreases.

A stepwise linear regression (excluding subject K) was conducted to determine whether the extent of adaptation achieved in the main experiment can best be explained by either the difference between inherent hypometria and presented error size or by the percentage of backward-jumping T2 target steps. Only the difference between inherent hypometria

---

**Fig. 6.** Correlation of various parameters to the measured extent of adaptation for all subjects in the main experiment (0.7° constant error). A: correlation of achieved adaptation to the percentage of times T2 jumped in the backward direction. Correlation is significant ($r^2 = 0.53, P = 0.02$), but a stepwise linear correlation excludes this regression in favor of the regression presented in Fig. 5. B: no correlation to the average corrective saccade amplitude ($r^2 = 0.08, P = 0.42$), which agrees with previous studies suggesting that the corrective saccade is not necessary for adaptation. For both plots, data from subject K are displayed with all preadaptation saccades included (□) and with only hypometric preadaptation saccades analyzed (○). As before, these data have been excluded from the correlation analyses; including either possible data point decreases the measured correlations to nonsignificant levels.
and the presented error size was necessary to explain the adaptation achieved (regression coefficient = $-3.55$, $P = 0.008$), and no additional information was captured by including the target behavior (regression coefficient = $-12.98$, $P = 0.22$). This is reasonable, since the amount of hypometria a subject exhibits will dictate target behavior.

A second alternative explanation for these data is that adaptation is a result of the motor correction made in response to observed errors. We explored this possibility by examining the corresponding corrective saccades made during adaptation trials. On average, subjects made forward-directed corrective saccades toward the shifted target (median corrective-saccade amplitude: $0.46^\circ$, quartiles of $0.26^\circ$ and $0.67^\circ$; Table 1). Although the median corrective saccade size is $<0.7^\circ$, we showed above that the placement of T2 relative to the eye was reasonably accurate and consistently resulted in a forward-directed post-saccadic error. The fovea has been estimated to be about $0.5^\circ$ in diameter, and the goal of a corrective saccade is simply to bring the target onto any part of the fovea. Thus a corrective saccade that is $0.46^\circ$ will clearly bring the secondary target, which has a diameter of $~0.2^\circ$, and is placed $0.7^\circ$ away from the center of the eye, well onto the fovea. Corrective saccades were made on $~60\%$ of all adaptation trials; on the remaining $40\%$ of trials, the target may have appeared close enough to the fovea that it did not trigger a motor correction. Since the laser dot was not a discrimination target, subjects may not have felt compelled to completely foveate the target on all trials. Nevertheless, the size of the average corrective saccade during adaptation for each subject is not significantly correlated with the extent of adaptation attained ($r^2 = 0.08$, $P = 0.42$; Fig. 6B).

Finally, we investigated the possibility that the motor system seeks to maintain a constant proportion of hypometria to primary saccades, for example, to keep saccade end points $10\%$ hypometric of the target (Becker 1989). For each subject, we computed the percentage of the primary saccade that was represented by the inherent hypometria (that is, inherent hypometria divided by mean primary saccade size in the pre-adaptation block). Assuming that saccade gains had stopped changing by the conclusion of the experiment, we then computed the percentage of the adapted saccade amplitude that was represented by the $0.7^\circ$ visual error we presented. It is reasonable to assume that adaptation had stopped, since the data appear to have reached asymptotes by the end of the last block (Fig. 2; see also Robinson et al. 2003). Subject K was again excluded from this analysis. If the goal of adaptation is to maintain a constant-proportion bias, pre- and postadaptation hypometria percentages should be equal. Instead, subjects were found to be significantly more hypometric before adaptation than after adaptation (Fig. 7; rank sum test, $P = 0.03$). It is possible, however, that even though adaptation has stopped, it may not be complete; that is, some other mechanism may stop adaptation early before the error signal goes to zero. If adaptation is incomplete, the means of the pre- and postadaptation hypometria distributions may be different. Nevertheless, if adaptation is an effort to restore a constant-proportion bias, the driving signal for each subject is different, so subjects should adapt to different extents before the adaptation process is cut off; then, the variance of these two distributions (pre- and postadaptation) should be similar. We found this also not to be the case: the variance of the ratio of hypometria to primary saccade amplitude across subjects is significantly different before and after adaptation ($F$-test, $P = 0.000$). In contrast, the variance of the pre- and postadaptation primary saccade amplitudes are similar ($F$-test, $P = 0.19$), despite subjects exhibiting different changes in saccade gain. This suggests that the constant-proportion bias hypothesis is not likely and that adaptation is instead driven by an alternative error signal.

**DISCUSSION**

Our results demonstrate that forward-directed visual errors that keep saccades hypometric can nonetheless induce a decrease in saccade gain. We propose that our paradigm achieves a separation of prediction errors from visual errors by giving subjects very small, constant postsaccadic errors; in this manner, we have shown that neither the visual error nor the motor correction is the source of the error signal for adaptation. Instead, this error signal may be the difference between the predicted (expected) and observed outcomes of a movement. Supporting this hypothesis, we found a good correlation between the extent of adaptation and the amount of error one expects (that is, the difference between the inherent hypometria and the presented error size). Thus, if a subject who is typically hypometric makes saccades that land exactly on target, one would anticipate his or her saccade gain to decrease.

Henson (1978) found evidence in favor of this by having subjects wear a device that tended to eliminate saccadic hypometria; over time, subjects decreased their gain in response to this perturbation. Previously, it has been suggested that hypometria results from an imbalance between gain-increase and gain-decrease adaptation (Robinson et al. 2003), rather than from some intent to remain hypometric. However, this would imply that if a subject experienced an equal number of backward and forward target jumps, gain would on average...
tend to decrease. Instead, we observed that it requires a majority of target back steps (61%) before subjects adapt in a gain-decrease fashion (Fig. 6A). In addition, it has been demonstrated that the magnitude of adaptation that occurs on a trial-by-trial basis for forward or backward target jumps is the same (Srimal 2008). Thus it is unlikely that gain-decrease adaptation has such an advantage over gain-increase adaptation that it would cause saccades to be consistently hypometric.

Our findings also agree with results observed when a constant-error paradigm was applied in monkeys (Robinson et al. 2003). In contrast to our hypothesis, however, Robinson et al. suggested that the observed gain decreases they observed in response to small, constant errors may have simply been caused by fatigue. However, it has been shown that humans efficiently compensate for fatigue over several hundred saccades (Golla et al. 2008; Xu-Wilson et al. 2009). Furthermore, our control data suggest that the gain changes we observed were not simply due to fatigue. Thus the observed gain decreases of Robinson et al. (2003), as well as those observed in this study in response to small forward-directed errors, indicate that visual error is not likely to be the driving signal for adaptation. The findings of Havermann and Lappe (2010), who performed a foveal target step with zero retinal error, are similar to our data in finding a correlation of the extent of adaptation achieved with the difference between observed errors (zero retinal error) and predicted errors (initial hypometria). In our study, however, we presented a positive retinal error to our subjects, which enabled us to avoid any potential confounds that would result from having the eye land hypometric to the target. In addition, any errors in target placement tend to make saccades appear more hypometric than the intended 0.7° (median error of 0.02° with quartiles of −0.02° and 0.11°). Nonetheless, even with this certainty that the eye is consistently hypometric to the target, we were still able to observe a surprising gain-decrease adaptation across subjects.

Bahcall and Kowler (2000) demonstrated that if subjects are instructed to make a saccade only partway to a target, their saccade gain may be adapted by stepping that target forward or backward even though the retinal error remains large. They suggest that adaptation occurs because subjects depend on the intended saccade end point rather than the actual target itself; this intention is akin to the predicted motor outcome we posit in the present study. Although the intention to aim partway to the target is a conscious objective, whereas subjects are not aware of their normal hypometria, such movement goals must nonetheless be incorporated into the adaptation error signal; otherwise, subjects would adapt even if they intended to land short of the target (Bahcall and Kowler 2000). Our results suggest that such expectations directly affect the learning signal for adaptation.

If expectation plays such a large role in adaptation, this suggests that presenting subjects with a target error exactly equal to their prediction for a given trial should result in no change of the saccade gain. This situation is well approximated when subjects make saccades to fixed targets with no intrasaccadic target jump, a situation that causes no change in saccade gain. In this case, visual errors agree with prediction errors; thus there is no need to adapt the saccade gain. As a result, saccades remain hypometric rather than adapting to bring future saccade endpoints exactly on target. In addition, as demonstrated by the control task, if the target reappears in the same location as before the saccade, there is no significant change in the saccade gain (see also Bonnetblanc and Baraduc 2007). Therefore, if the intention to remain hypometric (the reason for which is still unknown) is incorporated into the adaptation error signal via a calculated prediction error, this could explain why saccades do not adapt completely to always bring the target directly onto the fovea.

These findings are consistent with the forward-model hypothesis, a commonly accepted proposal regarding the way that motor learning may occur. The hypothesis posits that the brain uses a copy of the motor command (efference copy) to model the expected outcome of a movement; this prediction is compared with the observed movement outcome at the conclusion of the saccade, and the error between predicted and observed outcomes drives adaptation of movement gain (Mehta and Schaal 2002; Miall and Wolpert 1996; Tseng et al. 2007). This error signal for adaptation is exactly the one we presently propose, suggesting that adaptation may indeed be driven by a forward model.

Although the forward-model hypothesis explains our findings, a simpler explanation is that subjects adapt in response to the direction of the target jump, regardless of postsaccadic error. This could explain not only our data but also those of Bahcall and Kowler (2000). However, although the correlation between the percentage of forward target steps and the extent of adaptation is significant, we found that data from individual subjects seem to disagree with this hypothesis. Furthermore, a stepwise regression involving the group data suggests that target behavior provides no additional information beyond that provided by prediction errors (the difference between observed and expected movement outcomes) to explain the extent of adaptation achieved. Together, this suggests it is unlikely that subjects are simply adapting in response to the behavior of the stimulus.

Other potential explanations for our findings have also been considered. Our results are not consistent with the hypothesis that the motor system seeks to maintain a constant-proportion movement bias. This hypothesis posits that hypometria is a fixed movement offset proportional to the primary saccade, which the motor system seeks to maintain during adaptation. However, subjects do not appear to adapt to maintain such a bias. The data are also inconsistent with the notion that subjects adapt in response to the motor correction; we have shown that saccade gain decreases despite making appropriate, forward-directed corrective saccades. This agrees well with previous studies that suggest the motor correction does not drive adaptation (Noto and Robinson 2001; Tseng et al. 2007; Wallman and Fuchs 1998). Still, it is surprising that motor corrections can be made in the opposite direction from that of gain changes during adaptation in light of studies suggesting that the superior colliculus may be involved in driving adaptation (Kaku et al. 2009; Soetedjo et al. 2009), since the superior colliculus issues saccade commands to the oculomotor plant. Nevertheless, our data clearly indicate that the motor correction does not influence adaptation.

Finally, the gain changes we observed may be the result of fatigue, particularly because the magnitude of gain decreases tend to be small. However, this is unlikely since saccades are reasonably resistant to fatigue in humans (Golla et al. 2008; Xu-Wilson et al. 2009). In addition, saccade amplitudes made during the control experiment did not show a tendency to
increase, which suggests that having a large number of saccades that ended in darkness does not cause an unusual amount of fatigue (but see Havermann and Lappe 2010). If anything, we saw the hint of an increase in saccade gain, although this finding is not significant. This agrees with the results of Bonnetblanc and Baraduc (2007), who observed both that saccades that conclude with no postsaccadic visual target actually tend to produce a gain increase and that saccades to targets that are blanked at saccade onset and reilluminated at the end of the movement are just as accurate as saccades made to continuously illuminated targets. Although their finding was only significant for very large saccades, the tendency to see a gain increase was hinted at for saccades of smaller magnitude as well (see their Figs. 1 and 2). Thus it seems unlikely that our findings can be explained simply as a result of fatigue.

In our paradigm we present a constant visual error, but, surprisingly, saccades eventually stop adapting (see also Kaku et al. 2009; Robinson et al. 2003). That is, although subject performance does not improve (retinal error remains fixed), adaptation reaches an asymptote after some time. One possibility is that the motor system has a limit on the amount of adaptation that may occur, and once this limit is reached, saccade amplitudes cannot be further modified. Alternatively, we propose the reason for this incomplete adaptation may be that motor learning not only modifies the system that is issuing motor commands (the motor controller) but also changes the predictor that is estimating movement outcomes (the forward model). In other words, the brain decides whether credit for the error lies in the motor system issuing a poor motor command or in a change in the external environment that results in an unexpected perturbation (Kording et al. 2007; Kluzik et al. 2008). If the error is caused by the motor system, future motor commands should be modified to account for changes in effector dynamics, muscle strength, or neural dysfunction; if the error is caused by the environment, future predictions should be modified to account for external perturbations. Depending on the reliability of the error and the uncertainties associated with both the issued motor command (movement variability) and the changing external environment, the adaptive system credits more of the error to one cause or the other.

However, the motor system rarely assigns all credit to only one of the two sources. Thus not only does the motor system issue a different command to achieve the desired goal, but it also should modify the forward model to predict a different observed outcome. In the case of constant-error adaptation, for example, the forward model would learn to expect a fixed postsaccadic retinal error, regardless of the primary saccade amplitude. Once this is learned, the difference between the observed retinal error and the motor prediction goes to zero (presented errors are fully anticipated), and adaptation stops. In standard double-step adaptation in which the target step is fixed, on the other hand, the forward model may learn to expect a target double-step, or at least a larger postsaccadic error than was previously typical. As this learning proceeds in tandem with changes in saccade gain, the error signal is driven to zero faster than if only visual errors alone were driving learning. This could explain why adaptation reaches an asymptote that is typically less than the requested gain change and is not equal to a fixed proportion of hypometria with respect to the primary saccade.

Such learning by the forward model is analogous to changing the system parameters of a state-space model or an optimal control model of the form typically used to model adaptation (Ethier et al. 2008a; Smith et al. 2006) as learning proceeds. Nonfixed parameters may be necessary to account for phenomena such as savings after a long washout period (Zarahn et al. 2008). These modifications to the forward model affect adaptation only via changes to the predicted movement outcome, which contributes one term to the derived adaptation error signal. Changes to the actual issued movement are affected by adaptation of the motor controller, which may learn by using a completely different mechanism. Previous studies have suggested that the motor controller modifies saccade gain by either target remapping for gain-increase adaptation or by changing saccade trajectories for gain-decrease adaptation (Ethier et al. 2008a, Semmlow et al. 1989). Thus, although speculative, the forward-model hypothesis may explain why adaptation is incomplete.

What is evident is that saccade adaptation does not occur in response to either the motor correction (Noto and Robinson 2001; Wallman and Fuchs 1998) or the pure visual error signal (Bahcall and Kowler 2000, Bonnetblanc and Baraduc 2007, Henson 1978). Our results suggest that the adaptation error signal is instead derived from a difference between the observed and expected movement outcomes, which can explain the finding of gain-decrease adaptation despite observing forward-directed postsaccadic visual errors. Such findings are consistent with the popular forward-model hypothesis, which utilizes efference copy to generate a prediction of motor output that can be used to drive adaptation.
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